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Our Feature: Cooperative play
● Allow multiple people to play 

through a campaign mode 

cooperatively

● Can add new levels of teamwork and 

strategy to the game

● Wider appeal to customers

● Provides replay value to campaign



Implementation A: Local split-screen co-op



Implementation B: Online multiplayer co-op



Process

- List potential stakeholders

- Match NFRs

- Define NFRs

- Mix and match again

- Most important NFRs for each stakeholder (them)

- Most impactful NFRs for each implementation (us)

SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
Stakeholders: 

Players/Users Developers Testers



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
Stakeholders and Related NFRs: 

Players/Users Developers Testers

- Reliability - Modifiable - Testability

- Performance - Reusability - Maintainability

- Usability - Interoperability

- Capacity



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
Stakeholders and Related NFRs: 

Players/Users Developers Testers

- Reliability - Modifiable - Testability

- Performance - Reusability - Maintainability

- Usability - Interoperability

- Capacity



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
ATAM Comparison NFR Qualities

Players/Users - Comparison between implementations

- Performance (Local Co-op vs. Online Co-op)

Developers

- Interoperability Good Tolerable Bad

Testers (Reason) (Reason) (Reason)

- Maintainability



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
ATAM Comparison Local Co-op Online Co-op

Players/Users Good Bad

- Performance As good as the As good as the

Developers user’s console bandwidth of

- Interoperability each player

Testers

- Maintainability



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
ATAM Comparison Local Co-op Online Co-op

Players/Users Tolerable Good

- Performance A lot more Easier to manage

Developers difficult to the connection

- Interoperability account for between two

Testers PC local co-op different systems

- Maintainability



SAAM/ATAM Analysis (Stakeholders)
ATAM Comparison Local Co-op Online Co-op

Players/Users Poor Good

- Performance Hard to fix Online patches

Developers released product and updates used

- Interoperability to fix bugs

Testers

- Maintainability



● Pros

○ Cost (consumer) - Allows multiplayer using 

one system and one copy of game

○ Ease of implementation - No networking 

needed

● Cons

○ Performance - rendering multiple screens 

strains hardware, uses more resources

○ Usability - Each player sees a smaller portion 

of screen

○ Accessibility - Players must be in the same 

room

SAAM Analysis: Local split-screen co-op



SAAM Analysis: Online multiplayer co-op
● Pros

○ Accessibility - Allows players to play together from 

wherever they are

○ Ease of implementation - Can borrow code from 

multiplayer mode

● Cons

○ Cost (consumer) - Each player must have their own 

system and game

○ Must have an internet connection to play

○ Stability, Reliability, Robustness - Play experience 

limited to internet connection

○ Requires servers (depending on implementation)

○ Maintainability, Cost, Security



Con:

● Multiplayer 

servers must 

be maintained

Example:

April 2014: 

GameSpy servers 

slated to be shut 

down-- servers that 

hundreds of games 

relied on



Impacted Subsystems
● Scripting

○ Needs to handle inputs from multiple players

○ Recognize allied entities

● Entities

○ Get an additional entity

● Implementation A: Local

○ Rendering

■ Render the split screens

● Implementation B: Online

○ Sounds/Renderer

■ new team communication subcomponent

○ Networking



Impacted Subsystems



We chose Implementation B: online multiplayer co-op 
● Favoured by SAAM analysis

● Chosen because more users will be able to take advantage of the feature

● Online multiplayer is the current trend in gaming

● More income for developers because multiple copies of game required

● Choosing online co-op isn’t mutually exclusive with local

○ ideally add both implementations



Potential Risks and Limitations
● Efficiency

○ More inputs from players will decrease performance

● Accessibility

○ Some players won’t be able to access these features

● Cost

○ Need to code in variable difficulty to account for multiple players

○ Must code in additional features to support coop



Impact Analysis
● Changes are high level can can be seen in play testing

○ Bugs will be obvious 

○ Players have same actions 

○ Interactions with environment and entities is similar to both users

● Heavy reuse of code from multiplayer section creates less bugs

○ Also allows reuse of test suites from multiplayer testing to coop testing

○ Little to no testing of scripting engine required due to code reuse

○ Little testing required for entities subsystems

● Main Changes to Sound 

○ Can reuse sound code bits from multiplayer (VS)

○ Incorporation of Team communication systems





Concurrency
● Doom 3 was developed as a single core system and thus does not support 

Concurrency 

● Our added feature is not a much different from the existing online game mode

○ The online game mode is single thread and thus our feature is also single thread



Team Issues
● Deciding on Feature 

○ All members had a range of different ideas 

○ Cut the number down by relating each feature to the intensity of its impact on the architecture

● Scheduling 

○ Nearing the last few weeks, deadlines for varying courses was an issue

● Knowledge

○ The background knowledge of the team was not sufficient when implementing the feature.

● Figuring out the SAAM/ATAM analysis was difficult



Lessons Learned
● Had to be careful when choosing a new feature

○ Two implementations looked different but affected the same subsystems 

● Lots of documentation online

○ A large variety of games implement similar co-op ideologies 

● Difficult to split work 

○ All sections can have very similar points so team had to work closely to 

ensure little to no redundancy 



Conclusion
● Co-op allows players to play through the 

campaign with friends

● Adds a wider appeal and replay value

● Online implementation allows the most 

number of users to use feature

● Needs to add a team communication feature

● Main components affected are networking, 

scripting, entities and sounds


